
Storage Yards / Freight hubs

I am releasing the details of this trip early, as it is expected to be very popular. Seats are limited, 
because of the hotel space in Louisville and we will not be running a second group. 

      

SAT 22 We fly from the UK via a US Hub to ALBUQUERQUE Arriving in the evening. A few hours in transit on 
the way. Arrive in ABQ and transfer to our nearby hotel.
 
SUN 23   Today we have an early departure to ROSWELL. We return for the late afternoon in Albuquerque.
 
MON 24   We fly early from ALBUQUERQUE via DENVER to TUCSON with a nearby airport hotel. The rest
of the day looking around Tucson airport.

TUE 25   We have a full day in the TUCSON area to visit AMARC, PIMA  and other local airports.

WED 26   We depart via Marana and drive to PHOENIX. We can also visit MESA and GATEWAY airports.
 
THU 27   We have the morning at PHX, then drive via GOODYEAR and KINGMAN (with a ramp tour) and 
BOULDER to LAS VEGAS. 

FRI 28   We have a day in LAS VEGAS including LV NORTH airport and HENDERSON. We have an evening 
flight with SWA to LAX and airport hotel between the runways. 

SAT 29  LAX area airports, including LONG BEACH, ORANGE COUNTY etc. 

SUN 30   LAX area, with visits to ONTARIO, VICTORVILLE, MOJAVE, VAN NUYS and possibly others.. 

MON 1   Last day in LAX before our lunchtime flight to KANSAS CITY. We have a quick look around MCI  and 
airport hotel.

TUE 2   Today we visit Whites Industries at BATES CITY and Dodsons at RANTOUL, with tours at both.

WED 3  We drive to WICHITA, visiting McCONNELL AFB, WICHITA airport and CESSNA and BEECHCRAFT. 
We hope to arrange some local tours here, including YingLing Aviation.  Return to Kansas via the downtown 
airport in the evening. 

THU 4   Morning flight to MEMPHIS, spending the afternoon and evening watching the FEDEX arrivals. We 
spend the late hours watching the huge wave of Fedex arrivals. THOSE ON TOUR ‘A’ FLY HOME via hub.

FRI 5   We drive from MEMPHIS via NASHVILLE and then on to LOUISVILLE for the UPS arrivals in the 
evening. Our hotel is nearby.

SAT 6   KENTUCKY DERBY DAY Louisville area airports, LEXINGTON, BOWMAN, FRANCFORT. 

SUN 7   Louisville departures day. Late Afternoon flight back via a hub to the UK, arriving next day.
 

 

April 22- 8 May
and Kentucky derby

30 seats MAX - Local Departures available

Costs below, for the Storage yards only (A) Freight hubs / Derby only (B) or Joint (C)

A- Storage yards tour.    April 22nd-5th May      £1699    DEP £499     S/R £240 

B- Kentucky derby and freight hubs.  May 4th-8th      £1289   DEP £489    S/R £170 

C-Joint tour Special.  April 22nd-8th May   £1999   DEP £529   S/R £380
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